
Hagglund Bv206 Personnel Carrier - MoD Ref: 50478

Details
Hagglunds BV 206 5 Cylinder Personnel Carrier

Choice of 5 vehicles available all in excellent
condition throughout

Hagglunds has become a well known brand in
the civilian market. These extreme vehicles are
capable of travelling on roads at speeds of up
to 55km/h.

Also capable of negotiating up to 60%
gradients, and they have less ground pressure
than half a man's footprint.

Vehicle carrying capacity upto 17 people

These are the ultimate ATV.

CATEGORY Personnel Carrier

MANUFACTURER Hagglund

ENGINE 5 Cylinder Mercedes

GEARBOX
MB fully automatic with 4
forward gears and 1 reverse
WGA-040

STEERING
Power assisted centre point
steering between the 2 cars
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TYRES
Rubber track with steel
inserts

ELECTRICS 24 volt

L x W x H 6.20m x 1.80m x 2.0m

GROSS WEIGHT 6,000kg

HOURS /
MILEAGE

1,000 - 10,000kms

QTY AVAILABLE 5

EXPORT
REQUIREMENTS
...more

SIEL Licence Required

PRICE

All prices quoted are GBP U.K. Pounds Sterling Ex. Works excluding VAT

where applicable and shipping / associated costs. Vehicles advertised are

subject to remaining unsold. All prices quoted are based on "per individual

unit"purchased, any reductions on advertised price for multiple item orders is

subject to negotiation and is conducted at the time of inspection or provision of

LOI. For complete Terms & Conditions See Main Website. Photo's shown

above may represent a vehicle type rather than an actual vehicle, vehicles are

available serviced and painted to customers preference. An export licence may

be required for items sold to customers outside of the U.K.

Hagglund Bv206 Personnel Carrier
Govsales of Ex Military vehicles for sale, Ex Military Land

Rovers for sale, Ex army trucks for sale, MoD Surplus, Ex MoD
and NATO Disposals, Ex Military and Nato Plant and Equipment
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